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Mixed up on Misclassification: 
Where “ABCs” are not so elementary

And how do COVID-19 
developments affect 

misclassification issues
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Today’s Speakers

Ryan Kelly
CEO of Openforce

Kristen M.J. Johnson
Partner at Taylor & 
Associates



Disclaimer:

This presentation is not designed for, nor is it 
intended to be used as legal advice. It is for 
educational purposes only.

The opinions and views expressed herein are not 
necessarily those of TCA, and  belong solely 
to the individual contributor(s). No rights 
convey. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you will be discussing any legal, regulatory, and compliance, you may use this language or feel free to run it by your legal department and use language of your own.



Areas we will cover today

1. Misclassification and who is involved in the enforcement
2. Tests used for misclassification—AB5, ABC, etc.
3. Steps that can be taken to mitigate general misclassification risks
4. Interesting specific AB5 risk mitigation nuances 
5. Blueprint to jumpstart misclassification risk mitigation
6. Effects of COVID-19 developments on owner-operator workforces
7. Closing remarks and Q&A
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term itself is fairly straight forward – was a worker or group of workers designated and treated by the company as one type of worker (IC) when the law designates that worker as something else (i.e. an employee)But ”misclassification” is not so simple in practice – a patchwork of different agencies at both the state and federal level can apply different rules, different analysis, different assessments – and on top of all this there are also private causes of action for misclassification.  So let’s take a look at some of these different enforcement agencies and claim types …
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Types of misclassification
• Workers' comp claims and audits
• Unemployment claims and audits
• IRS SS-8 inquiries and audits
• DOL, State and Local Wage & Hour claims and audits
• EEOC 
• NLRB and Union claims
• Individual civil actions
• Civil class actions
• PAGA claims
• And on and on …

Federal

State

Local
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workers Compensation ForumsPrivate insurer auditsAdministrative forum - state level Industrial Commission or MCIRB (CA)Civil courtsClaim typesWorkers comp claimCauses WC insurer to defend – which triggers auditWorkers comp audit Attempt by WC carrier to collect premiums from previous 3 years for exposure related to misclassified ICsUnemployment ForumsAdministrative – State unemployment agencies or departments of economic security (https://des.az.gov/services/employment/unemployment-employer/preparing-unemployment-tax-audit)  Information sharing agreement with IRS – 29 statesCivil courtsClaim typesUnemployment claimBenefitsRevenue/taxesCan trigger auditState unemployment auditBenefitsRevenue/taxesIRSForumsTax administrative hearing officesInformation sharing agreement with IRS – 29 statesTax courtsClaim typesIRS misclassification auditsIRS individual SS-8 determination requestsWage and HourForumsState administrative – State Department of Labor, wage and hour division, or Industrial CommissionsFederal administrative – Department of Labor, wage and hour divisionCivil arbitrationIndividual claimsCivil courtsIndividual claimsClass action claimsClaim typesClaimsState Wage and Hour claimsFederal Wage and Hour claimsAuditsState Wage and Hour auditsFederal Wage and Hour auditsEEOC discrimination claims and proceedings2017 Strategic Enforcement Plan, Priority #3 “Addressing Selected Emerging and Developing Issues,” among which the EEOC lists:  “Clarifying the employment relationship and the application of workplace civil rights protections in light of the increasing complexity of employment relationships and structures, including temporary workers, staffing agencies, independent contractor relationships, and the on-demand economy.”No change of policy as of yet with Trump administrationNLRB administrative hearingsClaims typesUnfair labor practice – independent cause of action as of end of 2017Independent cause of action for misclassification called into question with Trump admin starting in 2018 



The types of misclassification
Not all claims are created equal
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Wage and Hour Claim*

Unemployment Claim*

Workers' Comp Claim*

Civil Claim

Unemployment Audit*

Workers' Comp Audit*

US DOL Audit*

IRS Audit*

Civil Class Action

Potential Legal Liability Defense Costs
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Areas we will cover today

1. Misclassification and who is involved in the enforcement
2. Tests used for misclassification—AB5, ABC, etc.
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Important tests to know: “ABC Test”
3-part test to determine if a worker is an independent contractor—
and the relation to AB5

A. The worker is free from the control and direction of the purported employer in 
relation to the performance of the work, both under the contract and in fact;

B. The worker performs work that is outside the usual course of the purported 
employer’s business; AND

C. The worker is customarily engaged in an independently established trade, 
occupation, or business of the same nature as the work performed for the hirer.

• The purported employer bears the burden of proving each factor, and the failure to 
prove a single factor leads to liability.

• This test (with slight variations) is used in the Northeast, West Coast and Illinois. So, 
major areas of commerce—such as California and Massachusetts—apply the ABC test.
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Alt ABC 
Test

Economic 
Realities  

Test
Right to 
Control

Test
Statutory 
Specialty 

Tests
Example: 

jurisdictional 
dilemma Nevada
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State-by-state map of ABC Test
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???
So what happens in California if the 

ABC Test is held NOT to apply?

State uses some form of ABC Test for wage and 
hour laws

State uses some form of ABC Test for 
unemployment insurance eligibility

State uses some form of ABC Test in some sectors 
and may also use it for unemployment insurance 
eligibility

Borello test



Important tests to know: “Economic Realities Test”

Under federal law (and modified by some states), we have a
six-part Economic Realities Test:

1. How integral the work is to the business
2. The permanency of the worker’s relationship with the 

company
3. The worker’s and employer’s investments in things like 

equipment
4. How much control the worker has
5. The worker’s opportunity for profit and loss
6. How much skill is required to do the job and the worker’s 

initiative
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Economic Realities Test, Federal Rule



Areas we will cover today

1. Misclassification and who is involved in the enforcement
2. Tests used for misclassification—AB5, ABC, etc.
3. Steps that can be taken to mitigate general misclassification risks
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Know what triggers misclassifications claims
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• Money
• Injury … These claims come before workers' compensation 

commissions, government agency officials, and administrative 
judges—generally looking for an avenue of relief for the IC

IC claims arise for two 
reasons

•Say what you’re going to pay, pay it. Don’t pay less
•Get authorization for deductions. Show deductions clearly
•Pay accurately, on time
•Don’t pay by the hour
•Be careful with pay floors—remember, the IC needs to have an opportunity for profit or loss
•Be careful with reimbursements, e.g., fuel, assessorials, tools, etc.

Avoid money claims

•Don’t include the IC on employee benefits
•But do encourage ICs to have plans in place in case of injury
•Remind ICs of the importance of having a contingency plan in place
•Encourage OOIDA and other IC benefit services companies, e.g., Openforce, ATBS, Drivers 
Legal Plan, and more

•Consider Occupational Accident plans and workers' compensation plans

Avoid on-the-job injuries

Openforce® Proprietary & Confidential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you explain your IC program to someone who doesn’t know your business and have them understand the IC wasn’t an employee?Can you prove you made it easy for the IC to choose IC or employee status, and you made it easy for the IC to understand the difference?
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Injuries, insurance and missiles

• Injured ICs can be workers' comp seeking missiles 
• ICs often do not have health insurance
• When injured, ICs sometimes seek the most visible “insurance” policy—workers' comp insurance of the contracting company
• This can trigger more IC claims, government/insurer investigations, government reporting and sharing, etc. 

• Be careful of insurance “traps”
• Policies in your company name
• Adding ICs onto company policies
• Charge-backs and markups

• Workers' comp and occupational accident insurance coverages
• Workers' comp framework—and relation to state-by-state requirements and remedies
• Occupational accident insurance framework—and the “covered activity” concept
• The three-legged stool concept—and how contingent liability policies bring it together

• Provide options and elections
• Set contract requirements for insurance coverages 
• Do not force IC participation in coverages sponsored by your company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Derek, Wendy, and Phillip will likely be involved in all sessions and then bring in others as noted below for specific sessions.  
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Carrier
Federally licensed MC&DOT

IC
• Typically under 10,000 

lbs. GVW
• Sometimes in the 

10,001-26,000 lbs
GVW class where 
perceived “intrastate”

• Usually IC has no 
MC&DOT—though 
some may have them

Broker
Federally licensed MC&DOT

Carrier
• Any weight class
• If over 10,000 lbs. 

GVW, typically have 
MC&DOT numbers 
(required if more than 
26,000 lbs.)

• If under 10,000 lbs. 
GVW—just “small 
freight vehicles.”

IC Agreement Broker–Carrier 
Agreement

Carrier
Federally licensed MC&DOT

Owner–Operator
• Any weight class
• Specific lease 

requirements and 
charge-back rules 
under 49 CFR Part 376

• Owner-operator using 
Carrier MC&DOT 

Owner-Operator 
Lease Agreement

Model 1
Carrier / IC 

Model 2
Carrier / Owner-Operator

Model 3
Broker / Carrier 

All 3 of these party 
types are the 
“Contracting 

Company”

All 3 of these party 
types are the “IC”

Understand your desired transportation model(s)
What you call yourself now matters for misclassification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ryan’s slide



Every interaction with an IC sheds evidence that either supports or undermines your 
model and related IC classification

Screening and 
verifications

Recruit / “applicant”
tracking 

Information 
gathering

Contracting
(agreement, arbitration 

provision)

Settlement 
processing

Insurances

Archiving Terminating Work tracking 
(time/deployment system)

Readiness 
confirmation

Handbook and 
policies

Orientation

Websites, social 
media

Fortify your desired model—mind the details
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ryan and Doug



Areas we will cover today

1. Misclassification and who is involved in the enforcement
2. Tests used for misclassification—AB5, ABC, etc.
3. Steps that can be taken to mitigate general misclassification risks
4. Interesting specific AB5 risk mitigation nuances 
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List of AB5 industry exemptions
• Healthcare groups

o Physicians, surgeons, dentists, psychologists
• Professional groups

o Lawyers, architects, engineers, accountants, private investigators
• Professional services groups

o Barbers, estheticians, cosmetologists, manicurists
• Professional “agents” groups

o Real estate agents, insurance agents, securities dealers, direct sales
• Other “chosen” few

o Fishermen (some), tow truck operators affiliated with AAA (!), tutors (some)

Q: One must ask … how did trucking and transportation NOT receive an exemption?
A: Perhaps just a little too close to the Uber/Lyft line

Openforce® Proprietary & Confidential



What is the B2B exemption and impact 
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AB5 identifies “business service providers,” who provide business services to 
“contracting businesses,” as exempt from the ABC Test’s reach. Referred to in 
legislative discussions as “bona fide business relationships.”

To satisfy the exemption, however, a contracting business bears the burden of 
establishing that each of its “business service providers” satisfy each of 12 factors:

Openforce® Proprietary & Confidential

And here we once again 
find rippling contradictions 

with existing FMCSA 
regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Derek, Wendy, and Phillip will likely be involved in all sessions and then bring in others as noted below for specific sessions.  



B2B exemption—the dirty dozen requirements 
https://tinyurl.com/vbjeu5x
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• Control. The business service provider must be “free from the control and direction” of the 
contracting business entity, both under the contract and in fact.

• Services must be to the business, not customers. The business service provider must 
provide services directly to the contracting business rather than to customers of the 
contracting business.

• In writing. The contract with the business service provider must be in writing.
• Properly licensed. The business service provider must have required business licenses and 

business tax registrations.
• Separate location. The business service provider must maintain a business location that is 

separate from the location of the contracting business.
• Independent, established business. The business service provider must customarily engage 

in an independently established business of the same nature as that involved in the work 
performed.

Openforce® Proprietary & Confidential

Square with: how 
freight brokers'

services actually work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Derek, Wendy, and Phillip will likely be involved in all sessions and then bring in others as noted below for specific sessions.  

https://tinyurl.com/vbjeu5x


B2B exemption—the dirty dozen requirements
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• Other clients. The business service provider must actually contract with other businesses 
to provide the same or similar services and maintain a clientele without restrictions from 
the hiring entity.

• Actively advertises. The business service provider must advertise and hold itself out to the 
public as available to provide the same or similar services.

• Provides own equipment. The business service provider must provide its own tools, 
vehicles and equipment to perform the services.

• Negotiate rates. The business service provider must be able to negotiate its own rates.
• Set own hours and location. Consistent with the nature of the work, the business service 

provider must be able set its own hours and location of work.
• Not applicable to construction. The business service provider must not perform the type of 

work for which a license from the Contractor’s State License Board is required, pursuant to 
Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 of the Business and Professions 
Code.

Openforce® Proprietary & Confidential

Square with: lease 
requirement for exclusive 

possession, control and use 
of the equipment per 49 

CFR 376(c)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Derek, Wendy, and Phillip will likely be involved in all sessions and then bring in others as noted below for specific sessions.  
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Two pending (!) California AB5 trucking industry cases
California v. Cal Cartage Transportation Express, LLC,
Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of Los Angeles, Case No. BC689320

• “Because Prong B of the ABC Test under both Dynamex and AB 5 prohibits motor carriers from using 
independent contractors to provide transportation services, the ABC Test has an impermissible 
effect on motor carriers' "price[s], route[s], [and] service[s]" and is preempted by the FAAAA. (49 
U.S.C. § 14501(c)(l)).”

California Trucking Association v. Attorney General Xavier Becerra,
United States District Court Southern District of California, Case No.: 3:18-cv-02458-BEN-BLM 

• “The Court finds AB-5’s ABC test has more than a “tenuous, remote, or peripheral” impact on motor 
carriers’ prices, routes, or services, particularly in light of our Ninth Circuit jurisprudence casting 
serious doubt on the type of “all or nothing rule” that AB-5 implements.” 

• [California officials] … are temporarily enjoined from enforcing Assembly Bill 5’s ABC test, as set out in 
Cal. Labor Code § 2750.3(a)(1), as to any motor carrier operating in California, pending the entry of 
final judgment in this action. 



Areas we will cover today

1. Misclassification and who is involved in the enforcement
2. Tests used for misclassification—AB5, ABC, etc.
3. Steps that can be taken to mitigate general misclassification risks
4. Interesting specific AB5 risk mitigation nuances 
5. Blueprint to jumpstart misclassification risk mitigation
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Eight keys to mitigate risk
A blueprint for compliance

1. Conduct an internal audit of all current workers classified as ICs
2. Create guidelines for engaging and contracting with ICs
3. Have a written and signed contract that includes an arbitration 

provision and class waiver (if permissible) for all ICs
4. Make sure ICs provide supporting documents that show they 

operate an independent business, such as business incorporation, 
insurance and tax IDs

5. Record an interactive negotiation process
6. Use scalable digital document management, alerting and archiving
7. Train operations employees regarding their interactions with ICs
8. Rely on third parties to provide certifications, licenses, training, 

insurance coverages, and other services and benefits
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not a desire to spend money having to do this internally. Small internal team of 1-2 and party w/ 3rd party and need legal support.Improved TCO vs. risk. Make sense via risk and operationalize.



Areas we will cover today

1. Misclassification and who is involved in the enforcement
2. Tests used for misclassification – AB5, ABC, etc.
3. Steps that can be taken to mitigate general misclassification risks
4. Interesting specific AB5 risk mitigation nuances 
5. Blueprint to jumpstart misclassification risk mitigation
6. Effects of COVID-19 developments on owner-operator workforces
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COVID-19 issues for owner-operator workforces
• Owner-operators and ICs are not employees, and your COVID-19 

planning and policies need to recognize the distinction
• Driver inquiries regarding occupational accident disability

• Company occupational accident policy
• O/O or third-party policy

• Compliance with your “vendor” (or visitor) health policies
• Customer requirements for drivers-deliverers
• Leverage technologies—internal … better yet, partners
• PUA direct claims by ICs/Owner-Ops
• PPP loans related ICs – 2 perspectives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OA coverage:  Coverage for testing Coverage for medical treatmentCoverage for disability - The Occupational Disease definition references diseases caused by a “disease producing agent” in the occupational environment.   What we are referring to here are things like asbestos.  A communicable disease does not fall within the definition.Comparison to SARS, MERS - WC claims histories



© 2018 Openforce. All Rights Reserved. Trademarks featured herein are the 
property of their respective trademark owners. Any use of non-Openforce 
trademarks is intended for reference or identification purposes only and does 
not indicate affiliation, sponsorship, or endorsement of Openforce or any 
Openforce product or service.

Questions?
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